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VERB MOVEMENT IN FRENCH REVISITRED: SYNTACTIC THEORY AND
EXPERfMENTACDATA
Dalila Ayoun
University of Arizona
This paper revisits Pollock's (1989, 1997) account of verb mavement phenomena in French in the
light af experimental:data elicited from two groups of native speakers. The results of four differem
tasks indicate that h e minimalist principle, according to which only strong [+finite] verbs may
raise to Infl to ched and erase their features, does not apply in a systematic and consistent fashion.
It appws that 1.) weak 1-W]lexical verbs systematically raise past adverbs; 24 weak [-finite]
auxiliaries do raise past negation and adverbs, and optianality appears to be exchded. It is argued
that carefully elided experimental data should mfm syntactic theory to achieve greater
descriptive accucacy.

INTRODUCTION
From Standard Theory to the MinimaIist Program, syntactic theory has bem undergoing
constant revisions and changes to incorporate new developments and conceptual shifts with
drastic consequences for both theoretical and applied linguistics. As noted by Lightfoot and
Hornstein (1994), the nature and availability of functional phrases and head moment have
generated a wealth of studies covering a wide range of languages (e.g., Belletti, 1990; Bolotin,
1996; Diesing, 1990; Lust et al., 1994; Meisel, 1992; Ouhalla, 1991, 1994; Roberts, 1998;
Zanutthi, 1997). Severd of these studies focused on the verb movement parameter, alternatively
referred to as the Verb Raising Parametex (Culicover, 1997), V-to-I parameter (Deprez, 1994) or
(strength of) AGGR parameter (Williams, 1994), since the systematic differences are due to the
[&strong] feature of AGR), which subsumes several seemingly unrelated syntactic properties
initially analyzed in Emonds (1 978, 1985) and later developed and elaborated in Pollock (I 989),
and more recently in PoUock (1997) within the Minimalist approach (Chomsky, 1993, 1995) of
the Principles-and-Parametersmodel1.
Within the Barriers framework (Chomlq, 1986), the syntactic phenomena examined
could all be explained by the Empty Category Principle, or more specifically by the Head
Movement Constraint, Theta-theory, and Q ~ a f i ~ c a t i o
theory.
n
These phenomena showed that
Inflection should not be viewed as a single constituent with two sets of features, [+Tense] or
[-Tense] and [+Agr] or [-Agr], but that each of these features was the syntactic head of a
maximd projection: IP (or TP) and A@ respectively. An additional maximal projection, NegP
was also posited to account for the placement of negative elements. Within the Minimalist
fimwork &en, verb movement simply depends on the existence and strength of v e M
morphological features: strong verbs must raise to have their features checked and m e d at LF.
The variety of the analyses proposed b r n Emonds (1 978) to PoUwk (1 997) illustrates
the rapid changes that syntactic theory has undergone. Since syntactic theory is then used to
make claims aborrt linguistic theory and language acquisition theory, it is crucial that it meets its
initial goal of descriptive adequacy. It must therefore correctly describe the grammatid and
ungrammatical strings of words and their interpretations by native speakers. However, and in
spite of its importance, we may have lost sight of the information provided by native speakers.
As the theory strives to achieve descriptive adequacy, it has become more and more abstract and
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possibly somewhat removed from the grammar of native speakers who were initially, and rightly
so, at the center of our endeavor, as noted by Chomsky (1965, p. 4):

The problem for the linguist . . . is to determine from the data o f performance the
underlying system of rules that have been mastered by the speaker-hearer and that
he puts to use in actual performance.
After some of the premises of Pollock's account came under criticism for their partial
inadequacy (e.g, Iatridou, 1990; BakerI 1991; Williams, 2994), different accounts became
increasingly complex and abstract without necessarily considering native speakers' intuitions. It
is time to ask what these intuitions may actually tell us about the verb movement parameter. It
will thus be argued that mbve speakers' judgments should be one of the elements to inform
syntactic theory. To this endl this paper will first present Pollock's minimalist account of the
French setting of the verb movement parameter. Then experimenhl data h r n French native
speakers will be introduced in an attempt to better d e h e whicb properties are actuaIIy subsumed
under this parameter by examining some points of contention. No attempt will be made to
propose a different syntactic analysis, but it will be argued that carefully elicited experimental
data h m native speakers should be one of the elements taken into account by syntactic theory
as it aims for greater descriptive adequacy.

VERB MOVEMENTINFREXCH
Verb movement phenomena include several apparently unrelated syntactic structures-sentence negation, inverted questions, adverb placement, floating quantifiers and quantification at
a distance--in both tensed or [+finite], and infinitive or [-finite] clauses. The fallowir~gaccount is
taken directly from Pollock (1 989, 1997).

Finite Co&&

Both French and English are assumed to have the D-structure presented in (1):
(1) L1pWI ([N~~"O~/P=I)[vp (Adv)V*..Il
The adverb precedes the verb witbin VP,with NegP to its left. Thus, whenever the verb ends up
precedrng adverbs or negation, it has been raised out of its initial position.
Neputwn. Inversion and Adwrbs
Let us consider the following well-known examples contrasting French and English
structures:

(2)

a.*John sees not Mary.

b. Jean (ne) voit pas Marie.
a.* Sees he Mary?
(3)
b. Voit-t-il Marie?
(4)
a+*Johnsees often Mary.
b. Jean voit souvent Marie.
c. John often sees Mary.
d.*Jean souvent voit Marie.
In the French examples, the verb must move, while in English, it cannot because its verbal
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morphology is considered to be poor. However, this was not always the case.The sentences in
(2a), (3a), and (4a) were dl grammatical in English up until the sixteenth century, after which
they evolved and disappeared altogether (Kroch, 1990; Roberts, 1993) due to a change in their
morphology. The EngIish verbal paradigm was morphologically rich prior to the sixteenth
century in that the first three persons of the singular had different, distinct endings which also
distinguished them from the plural persons. The only &g
morpheme in modern English is
the -s of the third person singular. This morphological weakness is a characteristic of the modem
English verbal structure with important consequences within the MhimaIist framework.
Assuming that the morphological features of poor d x e s are invisible at LF, one would expect
that from the D-structure in (5a), only morphologically rich verbal forms would require
movement as shown in (5b):
(5)

a.[rxlfl@llvNL~J

b. Adjunction of V to Infl-> pnfl [V _1 [ ~ d N [t]]]
A lexical verb moves only if it contains features that must ke checked and erased at LF. But in
order to be erased, these features must be visible at some level which is not the case in modem
English. Thus, there is no thematic verb movement in English since the features that motivate this
movement cannot violate the Full Interpretation principle. To account for the examples in (4),
Pollock suggests the structure in (6a):
11
(6) a. I1nfl01 (not) (Adv) E v N IV J
Adjunction of V to I d ->
b- [~nfl[V J [ ~01
d(not) (Adv) [V N [till
Thus, after movement to Id,
a tensed verb, morphologically rich, would precede the negation not
and adverbs Iike mver, explaining the m a t i c a l i t y of (4b) and the ungrammaticality of (4d), in
contrast to the English examples in (4a) and (4~).
Still, according to PoIIock ( 1997), the inversion pronomiaotl subject-verb in questions as
exemplified in (3) results from the adjunction of Infl to C as in (7):
[CC 01lInfI CV N IV Jill=> Ic InfZ + Cl [t CV N [V1131
17)
Inverted questions are possible only following (5b): for (7) to move to
J,the verb must be
part of Infl which is the case after the verb movement to I
d which is ruled out in English by its
weak morpho1ogical features.
The fwst apparent exception to the systematic raisimg of a strong I e d verb to Inn
comes fiom the following examples in (8) which show that the negative ne personne 'nobodylno
one' behaves differently than the other negatives ne pas 'not' and ne rien 'nothing':
a. Pierre n'a pas vu le film.
(8)
'Peter did not see the film'
basPierren'a vu pas le Elm.
c. Pierre n'a rien vu au cinima
'Peter did not see anything at the movies'
d.*Pierre n'a vu rien au cintma
e. Pime n'a vu personne au cinema
"Peter did not see anyone at the movies'
f.*Pierren'a personne vu au cindm.
The examples in (8a) and (8c) are well-formed due to the fact that the auxiliary moir, but not the
participle, may move to Id.
But why is (8f) ungrammatical since the participle remains in situ?
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Pollock (1989, p. 4 18) suggests that ''personne and ne do not form a constituent--in particular,
that personne is the head of its own NP and that ne is plausibly base-generated in the
specifierless NegP above the participial SC." Thus ne pm and ne personne behave differently,
and the placement ofpersonne may not be an hdication of verb movement at all. This is also the
case for nonfinite contexts as we will see below with example (28).
Ouamtifiexs
The verb movement parameter also includes floating quantifiers. French has both floating
quant3en (tout 'all' and chacm 'each one') and non-floating quantifiers (chagple 'ea~h')~.
In
French, tout and chacun "float"'or move to the right of the verb as exemplified in (9b):
a.*My friends love all Mary.
(9)
b. Mes amis aiment tom Marie.
c. My friends all love Mary.
d.*Mes amis tous aiment Marie.
e. All my friends love Mary.
f. Tous mes amis aiment Marie.
Pollock, following Sportiche's (1 98 8) analysis, assigns the following structure in (1 0 ) to account
for the mgmmmatical example in (9a):
f [all
l + they1lv[V kissed] MaryIII
(1 0) I ~ ~[V
Since the verb 'kissed' is morphologicalIy poor, it does not raise to Infl and the quantifier 'all'
ends up preceding instead of following the verb, while the corresponding French structure in (9d)
is ungrammatical.
Flo&p

Ouuntifieationat a Distoitee
Quantificationat a distance shows that the past participle optionally raises along with the
auxiliary as shown in (1 1a) and (I 1b):
(I 1) a. Pierre a lu beaucoup de livres.
b. Pierre a beaucoup lu de livres.
'Peter has read a lot of books'
c. Pierre lit beaucoup de livres.
d.*Pierre beaucoup lit de livres.
'Peter reads a lot of books'
By comparing (1 l c) with (1 1 d), we see again that the lexical verb must raise to Id.

French infinitivescm be negated and used in combination with adverbs, yielding a variety
of structures slightly more diEficultto account for than tensed clauses.
Negation
Auxiliaries seem to behave differently than lexical verbs in that (12a) is usually assumed
to coexist with (l2b), whereas (1 3b) is w g m m r d d and only its counterpart in (1 3a) is wellfod:
(12) a Ne pas avoir faim,ce n'est pas un crime.
b. N'avoir pas faim,ce n'est pas un crime.

(13)

'Tonot be hungry is not a crime'
a Ne pas manger, c'est dommage.

b.*Ne manger pas, c'est dommage.
'To not eat is a pity'
These examples show that the auxiliaries moir and &ire optionally move to [-finite] I d , whereas
verb movement cannot apply to infmitivsh I a k d verbs which are weak. Pollock argues that the
ungrammaticality of (13b) must be paralleled with (2a) in English which is repeated in (14):
(14)
*John Iikes not Mary.
especially since the position preceding the negation can be occupied by dtre/avoir as in the
following examples (Follock 1997,p. 152):
(I 5 ) a He says that he has not understood your theory.
b. He says he is not against your theory.
(16) a. II dit n'avoix pas compris ta theorie,
b. I1 dit n'ttre pas contre ta thdorie.
To provide a common analysis to (15) and (16), PoIlock makes the assumption that finite and
nodbite sentences share the structure in (1 7):
(17) lznfl (negation) Iv ...lv Jl1
Further d
g that the French W t i v e s u f k e s , -er, ir, etc, ape morphologically poor, it
follows from Checking theory and Economy constraints that [VJ' cannot be adjoined to the
infinitive M in (17), The gramnaticdty of (15) and (16) is explained by assuming that verbs
without thematic grids (i-e., itre, moir, be, b e , do) can be the l a i d head of Infl. So [-finite]
auxiliaries optionally move, whereas [-fmite] verbs cannot, once again due to the poor
morphological features of the verb.
Adverbs
Pollock accounts fox the placement of adverbs in nonfinite structures in (1 8) as follows:
(1 8) a. Parler & peinelmal l'italien apds cinq ans dt&de c'est dkcevant
b. A peinehal parler Pitalien apds cinq ans d'itude c'est dkevant
'to barely speak Italian after five years of study is disappointing'
Both (18a) and (18b) are weU-formed although (18a) should be excluded since [-finite] forms are
not strong enough to move to Id.So the grammaticality of the first example forces Pollock to
assume the existence of another M1 as in (1 9):
C19) [ldO
1 01(=gation>
J l!nf1°2 011mwA
[V t N]]

L*I-(it>

1

where long movement to Infla is not allowed. Instead, the verb undergoes short movement to
another Id,
1% which must have features visible to W t i v e s since the verb moves to it in
visible syntax to check them FoIlowing Kayne (1991), Polla& assumes that Infl, bas an
infinitive bctioaal category for head, and that 1% is the mode as follows:

I201 [pro (ne) r~fifitive @I( P I Cmde QJI[ d i e d h ~ e i n eVIIlI
Pollock (1997') covers other related phenomena in an in-depth diachronic analysis of French (see
also Martineau 1994)-as well as other Romance and Scandinavian languages-which is beyond
the scope of this pager, but to which interested readers are referred. For our purposes, we will
simply reiterate that French exhibits verb movement in a variety of structures in both tensed and
infinitival clauses, in contrast with Fngbh which allows only h & e raising (Roberts, 1998) to
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form a verb movement parameter. These structures are summarized in Table 1 for finite contexts
and in Table 2 for nodmite contexts:
Table 1. French [+Finite1 Contexts
Property

Ne pas, ne rien placement with lexical verbs
Adverb placement with lexical verbs
Inverted questions with lexical verbs
Tout subject placement
Ne personne placement with lexical verbs
Quantification at a distance

Mechanism
Vm~tolnfl~1
V mvt to Infl" I
VI ~ M
to Infl" 1
VmvttoW 1
Aux mvt
No PP mvt
No V mvt

l3W

SneVpasO

V adv 0
VSO
S V tout 0
ne aux V personae

V beaucoup NP

Table 2: French [-Finitel Context

Ne pas, ne rim placement with lexical verbs

Mechanism
No V mvt to Inflg I

We pas, ne rien pIacement with auxiliaries

Optional auxiliary mvt

Adverb placement with lexical verbs

OptionaI short mvt to Infl"2

nepasV0
ne aux pas
ne pas aux
V adv

Adverb placement with auxiliaries

Optional short mvt to Infl"2

adv V
a m adv

Property

J3%d

adv awc

The column labeled "Mechmism" refers to the syntactic mechanism, i-e., verb raising, which
results in a surfitce structure in the column labeIed "Effect". Table 1 shows that [+finite] lexical
verbs raise past negation aad adverbs as predicted. Table 2 indicates that [-fitel lexical verbs
remain in situ following Pollock's (1997) assumption which states that they are too weak to
move. If this assumption is correct, it naturally leads us to raise the fo110wing two questions:
first, why do the [-hititel lexical verbs optionally move past adverbs? And second, why do
[-finite] auxiliaries optionally move past not only adverbs but also negation? A third criticism of
Pollock's account may now be added.

The criticism the verb movement parameter has come under was based on Pollock (1 9891,
rather than on PoIlock (1997), but some of this criticism is still relevant particularly for lexical
verbs in nodmite contexts3.
First, Iatridou (19901, while agreeing with Pollock hta"
both auxiliaries and main verbs
move to Tense in tensed sentences and that in infinitival sentences, only a&es
move to
Tease", argues that "apparent movement of the main verb in inhitival sentences to the left of
the VP-initial adverb is not movement of the same sort at all" (p. 553). Iatridou is refening to
sentences such as (21) and (22):
(21) a. Souvent &re triste, c'est dommage.
b. Etre souvent triste, c' est dommage.
'To often be sad is a pity'
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(22)

a. A peine comprendre l'itrtlien, c'est ktonnant,
b. Comprendre S peine l'italien, c'est B t o m t .

'To barely understand Itdim is surprising'
These sentences illustrate the optionality of Short Movement for both nonfinite a d h i e s and
main verbs' past adverbs.
As far as negation in nonfinite contexts goes, Iatridou does follow Pollock in assuming
that only auxiliaries can undergo movement as shown in (23):
(23) a. N'6tre pas triste, c'est normal.
b.*Ne comprendre p l'italitn, ce n'est pas gave.
However, Iatridou suggests that these facts are not accounted for by verb 1.2lising. She
briefly suggests two alternatives to Pollock's analysis without favoring either one of them;
however, it is noteworthy that neither involves movement. The first alternative, following Di
Sciullo and WilIiams (1 9871, states that "the morphological component provides (V Adv] words"
Vatridou, 1990, p.563). The second alternative, according to Travis (1988), is that "some adverbs
are heads without a mmhd projection and can be sisters to the verb. This would impIy that
comprendre & peine in [22b]is a sort of a complex verb'' (Iatridou, 1990, p. 563). However, both
these alternatives leave unexplained why verb movement would take place in. some im&tncesand
not in others, and how language learners would know which adverbs are part of [V Adv] words
and which are not.
Next, Iatridou presents additional exsunples to argue against the finite structure
Adv]
as an instance of verb movement. First, consider the data in (24) and (25) which illustrates adverb
placement with a past participle:
(24) Pierre a a peine vu Marie.
'Peter has barely seen Mary'
(25) Pierre a vu A peine Marie.
'Peter has seen barely Mary'
According to Iatridou, Pollock's analysis of these facts resuits in a Ioss of the arguments for
AgrP: if both the auxiliary and the verb have uudergone movement, Pollack must propose an ad
hoc structure. However, Iatridou does not explain why ri p i n e would be optionally appearing
before or after the past participle, in contrast with all other adverbs which must intervene
between the auxiliary and the past participle for the sentence to be well-formed.
The second objection Iatridou makes against Pollock's (1989) analysis is that it cannot
derive two VP-initial adverbs as shown in (26):
(26) Souvent mal faire tes devoirs, c'est stupide.
'To often do your homework poorly is stupid'
or a [Adv V Adv] structure as in (27):
(27) Souvent fake mal tes devoirs, ce n'est pas intelligent,
'To often do poorly your homework, it's not intelligent'
Pollock (1997) does not address this potential structure either,
Finally, there is an additional problem which neither Pollock or Iatridou consider: the
placement of Be personne in nodkite contexts as exempWed in (28a) with lexical verbs and in
(28 b) with an auxiliary verb:
(28) a C' est d o m e de n'inviter personae/*ne personne inviter.
'It's a pity not to invite anyone'
b. N' avoir personne/*Ne personne avoir, c' est triste.
'not to h v e anyone, it's sad'
Volume 7

Tfius, and contrary to theoretical predictions, weak nonfinite lexical verbs and a a a r i e s

do raise past the negation in the case of personne. There is no principled explanation for this.
Even if we accept Pollock's suggestion presented above thatpevsonne heads its own NP, we still
do not know why a weak nodhite verb raises, which brings us back to the questions raised at
the end of the preceding section. First, why do the [-finite] lexid verbs optionally move past
adverbs? Second, why do [-finite] auxdiaries optionally move past not only adverbs but also
negation? There is no principled answer to these questions in the literature and this apparent
optionality re&
very p m b l ~ t i c 4 This
.
paper is thus concerned with the following
theoretical issues:
1) The optiodity of movement of [-hitel auxiliaries past negation as in (29) and adverbs as in
(30) according to PolIock (1989,1997):
(29) Ne pas etre fatigui... I ? N ' h pas fatiguk....
T o not be tired....'
Avoir
souvent faim.../ ? Souvent avok fairn...
(30)
'To be often hungry...'
The question mark in front of these examples is to indicate that I fmd them to be marginal at best.
2) The optionality of movement of [-finite] lexical verbs past adverbs as in (31) following
PoIlock (1 989,1997):
(3 1) Aller sowent au cinkma...d ? Souvent aller au c h h a ....
'To go often to the movies....'
3) The placement or one or more adverbs in [-fitel struchlres as proposed by Iatridou in (32):
(32) ? Souvent bien travailler....
'Tooften well work..'
4) The optionality of past participle movement past adverbs in [+finite] structures as chimed by
Iatridou in (33):
(33) Elles ont B peine regard6 le film I ? Elks ont regard6 A peine Ie film.
'They have barely watched the fdm'
And fmally, 5 ) an instance of floating quantifier suggested by Sportiche (1 988, p. 427) and
replicated in (34):
(34) ? Les enfants verront ce film tous.
'The children will all see this movie'
Since there is no principled account for the opGonality of verb movement in these structures, one
may ask if they are really part of the gmmm of French native speakers (FNSs). If FNSs were
administered elicitation tasks, would they consistently produce, accept, andor reject some
structures and not others? Theory and experimental data are in a two-way relationship as
stressed by Roeper (1 98 1, p. 4):
The evolution of a theory causes an evolution in the role of dab. There are no preordained
limits on the domain of relevant data. In fact, both acquisition data and adult linguistic
intuitions may contribute to either a theory ofacquisition or a theory of adult
competence. The field of acquisition has exhibited a healthy flexibility toward what
counts as relevant data. There has been a shift fiom the examination of spontaneous
speech to experiments that dealt with language comprehension and then to the
interpretation by adults of the non-linguistic contexts in which children talk.
In other words, the experimental data produced by native speakers may be used
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syntactic theory. As a matter of fact, 'Were is no doubt that we now have access to an enormous
treasure of descriptive generalizations about sentence structure in a wide range of languages that
could never have been acquired without: reliance on judgment data'"Cowart, 1997, pp. 1-2).
Native speakers' intuitions are also helpful for more kwgained d y s i s as in the case of the
apparently optional structures with verb movement. This is especially important when the
properties being considered fall under a syntactic parameter of Universal Grrunmar with
far--reaching consequences on the grammar, as is the case for the verb movement parameter. The
next section thus presents the results of two experimental studies conducted with FNSs in an
attempt to provide an answer to the theoretical questions raised above.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDES

AIL the participants ( ~ 7 3 were
)
living in the same metropoIitan area in the south of
France: 54 high-school students (23 males and 31 females) and 19 adults (8 males and 11
females). Participants indicated their age (which ranged from 13 to 59) and their profession. The
researcher adrmntstered the test individually to the adult participants, and the high-school
students voluntarily participated during a regular class session with the collaboration of their
professors over a two week period. The participants performed a written pencil-and-paper
acceptability judgment task combined with a correction task. They were asked to read 18
sentences in French to place them in one of the following categories:
A: phrase tout a fait grammaticale,je la dirais cmtainement
'sentence completely gammatical, X would probably say it'
B: phrase sans doute grammaticale, rnais je ne la dirais pas
'sentence probably grammatical, but I wouldn't say it'
C: phrase non grammticde
*

.

'ungrammsttical sentence'
In addition, they were asked to provide a written correction for all the sentences placed in the B
or C categories. They were instructed not to think too much and to rely on their fmt reaction and
intuition as native speakers. To encourage fhem to do so, they were also told that there were no
right or wrong amwers.
The stimuli included a total of 18 sentences, 5 of which were distractors and were
consequently excluded from the analysis of the results. The remaining 13 sentences illustrated
each of the properties subsumed under the Verb movement parameter and which are king
questioned here: floating quantifiers, adverb placement in infinitival sentences and past
participles, and negation in m v a l sentences with lexical verbs and auxiliaries.

Ra&
The redts indicate that all stimuli, with the exception of the first: one munger souvent...
which 59% of French native speakers (FNSs) accepted, were found to be either qpnmatical
(rated C) or sentences most participants would not say (rated B) as Table 3 shows.
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Table 3. Acceptability Judgment Task Results (First Study)
Stimuli
Manger souvent des chow a la &me fait masir.
?~oU';entaniver en retard ee n'est as m$essionnet
?Toujours ma1 faire ses devoirs, ce'nle&pas malin.
?Souvent choisir bien, ce n'est pas facile.
?Pierre a vu h peine Marie.
?J'ai apequ peine Paul.
?II a regarde B peine son nouveau-nd.
?I1 a travaille beaucoup.
?Jean a mis les imes touts d m la bofte.
?Les filles ont mis les ballons tous les uns apds les autres.
*Nevuir pas ses parents, ce n'est pas sympa.
?N1avoirpas faim, ce n'esi pas un crime!
?€Beou nt€trepas, telle est la question.

A
5%

B

C

Property

37%

3%

AdvInf

AdvAdvInf
AdvAdvInf
AdvFin
Adv Fin
Adv Fin
AdvFin

FQ
FQ
NegFin
New

N*

It is imporiant to specify that when counting how many sentences were classified as B or
C, the correction provided for each one of them was also carefully considered: if the proposed
correction showed only a stylistic variation or a different word/ constituent order without alering
the relevant structure, the sentence was counted as an A sentence. It is significant that practically
all B sentences were corrected; it shows that although the FNSs did not reject them as
'ungrammatical*,they would not say them either. It appears that the participants hesitated to
reject a sentence as ungram~aticds b even sentences such as ne voir pas... and Jem a mis Ees
letnes toufa..., wbich axe clearly ungrammatical, were rated C by only 79% and 75% of the FNSs
respectively.
Let us now consider how the stimuli were corrected. We will examine each structure in the
order in which they were presented at the end of the precedii section, starting with [-finite]
auxiliaries with negation and adverbs:
a. N'avoir pas faim,ce n'est pas un crime!
(35)
b. Ne pas avoir faim, ce n'est pas un crime!
'Not to be hungry is not a crime'
a. Etre ou nf&tre
pas, telle est la question.
(36)
52
b. Etre ou ne pas h e , teIle est la question.
'TObe or not to be, that is the question'
The numbers to the right correspond to the number of corrections provided for all of the
participants (n=73). Most of the FNSs, 85% for(3Sa) and 89% for (36a), thus objected to
nodmite auxiliariesraising past negation, which provides evidence against the optionality of this
Short Movement.
However, there is some evidence of variability by gender and by age as indicated in the
results in Appendix A. The majority of the female high-school students (90%) rated the sentence
(35a) as B or C, and all rewrote it as (35 b); only 3 accepted (3%) while rejecting (36a). We see a
similar pattern with male high-school students: the majority (82.6%) favor (3 5b) while only two
accept (35a) and two others accept (36a). These results do no support Roberts' (1 998, p. 122)
suggestion that the apparent optionality of auxiliary movement chln be attributed to a register
difference:

the auxiliaries are able to precede pas in a "higher," more literary, and more
c o m a t i v e variety of French. Many younger French speakers do not accept
[35], requiring instead the order Neg-Aux (see Pollock 1995). This suggests that
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there is one variety of French with havehe raising to T in infinitives, and another
without it, rather than a single variety with optional kave/be raising. The
Werence between the two varieties must reside in whether
T has a V-

featm to check. In the more conservative variety, it does; havdbe raising
therefore raise in noxlfinite clauses exactly as they do in frnte clauses in English. In
the less conservative variety, nodmite T presumably lacks this feature.
In other words, Roberts is suggesting that "different registers correspond to different gmmmars,
one requiring and one disallowing havebe d i n g " (personal communication, 1998). Pollock's
(1995) younger speakers were 40 years old and above* while the participants in the present
study ranged from young adults (17-18 years old) to mature adults (30-59 years old). But as
indicated by the results in Appendix A, no correlation was found between their age and their
choice of structure. Older participants did not exhibit a strong tendency to accept both n '6fre pas
and FIE pas itre. Even if they had, it would be difficult to see how a register difference would
account for the optiodity of a syntactic process. Although the use of ne pas &re versus n 'itre
pas is unlikely to result ina communication breakdown, it is equaIIy unlikely that such a change
would wcur among speakers so close in age. What is lriggering such a change? We may be
observing a diachronic change in progress5. Once completed, this change will bring more
consistency to the grammar of French speakers in that auxiliary verbs will behave in the same
way lexical verbs already do,their weak morphological features should not and will no longer
trigger movement and ne pas parIer and ne pas &tre/mir will remain the only acceptable
structures.
Results are not so clear for the stimuli illustrating adverb placement in iafmittives,
although the sentences generated a great number of conections. No less than 84% of the
participants, and as many as 97% of them, rewrote the sentences. But while other structures
generated only one type of correction, the stimuli for adverb placement in [-finite] lexical verbs
resulted in as many as 16 different corrections which indicates that these stimuli created some
difficulties or confusion for the FNSs' gmmmar. A wide variety of conections w e d that the
[Adv + Adv + VJ structure was completely d i d e d in favor of other more common and
stylistically elegant structures such as + Adv] as show11in (37):
(37) Souvent arriver en retard, ce n'est pas professiomel.
a. Arriver souvent en retard, ce n'est pas professionnel.
38
b. Ce n'est pas professionne1 d'arriver sowent en retard. 4
'To arrive late often is not professional'
The majority of the corrections show a clear preference for the structure V + Adv as opposed to
Adv + V. This correction is consistent with the fact that most participants (59%) accepted
stimuli iUu&atmg the V + Adv order.
Moreuer, once again, detailed results by gender and age, as displayed in Appendix A,
indicate variability among NSs. Two stimuli are directly compared to test for consistency:
(38) a Manger sowent des choux h la c&me fait grossir,
'To eat cream puffs often makes you gain weight'
b. Souvent arriver en retard, ce n'estpas professionnel.
'To arrive late often is not professiond'
If Pollack's (1989, 1997) account is correct and FNSs allow the optionality of movement of
n ~ ~ n iverbs
t e p a t adverbs, participants should accept both (38a) and (38b) as grammatical. On
the other hand, if optiondity is not part of their grammar, and if it is correct that n o f i t e l e d d
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verbs are too weak to move, FNSs should accept (38b) as grammtical and reject (38a) as
ungrammatical. Neither of these two predictions are supported by the results in Appendix A.
FNSs do allow movement of n o a t e lexical verbs past adverbs. This is m e fox f d e
high-school students (61.3%) and female adults (63.6%) who rated (38a) as A and (38b) as B or
C ; but less sa for male high-school students (43 -5%) or male adults (36.5%) respectively. Some
participants did not like either structure, rating both of them B or C. This is the case for 32.2% of
female high-schooI students but only one (9%) female adult. In addition, 39.1% of the male highschool students and 37.5% (only 3) male adults rated both (38a) and (38b) as B and provided a
correction favoring a structure with movement of the nonfiaite verb past the auxiliary.
The stimuli testing double adverb placement in infmitives generated the most corrections
with a variety of structures. It turned out that 84% of the participants rejected the
[Adv+Adv+V] structure and five different structural pafierns were extracted fiom the
corrections, the majority of which placed the verb before the adverbs, which is similar to the
results obtained with a single adverb.
The following corrections were extracted fiom the stimuli with a past participle:
(39) Piem a vu i peine Marie.
39
Pieme a h peke vu Marie.
I
Pierre viexlt & peine de voir Marie.
'Peter barely saw Mary"
(40) J'ai aperqu a pine Paul.
J'ai & peine aperqu Pad.
'I barely saw Pad'
(4 1) 11 a regardi B pine son nouveau-ni.
49
I1 a a p i n e regard6 son nouveau-d.
'He barely looked at his new-born'
These corrections show that the majority of FNSs in this study prefer that the adverb inte~ene
between the auxiliary and the past participle. Thus, there is no need to introduce an ad hoc
structure tbat would account for both the auxiliary and the main verb to undergo Short
Movement as suggested by Iatridou (1 990).
Finally, two stimuli tested Sportiche's (198q c h regarding floating quantifiers as
follows:

Jean a mis les Iettres toutes dans la bfte.
31
Jean a mis toutes les lettres dam la boite.
'John put all the letters in the box'
(43) Les fdles ont m i s les ballons tous les uns aprks les autres.
Les filles ont mis tous les ballons les uns aprhs les autres. 37
'The girls put all the balls one after the others'
These examples show, contra Sportiche (1988), that the quantifier tous modifying the object is
not as h e to "float" as his theoretical framework allows. It is interesting to note that although
m e af the FNSs accepted (42), 4% did accept (43) even though both sentences are
Ungramnxltical.
Thus the FNSs' grammar seems to allow fewer options than predicted by the theory
although there is some variability between and among the participants. This finding eliminates
some theoretical problems such as explaining "why raising should be optional just in the case of
the infznitive" (Chomsky, 1995, p. 138) or how to account for double adverbs in an m t i v a l
clause (Iattidou, 1990). Thus, ifwe are to rely on and use native speakers' judgements, we have
(42)
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to conclude that in the case of the verb movement parameter, these theoretical predictions are not
supported.
Let us see if these findings were confirmed by the second study in which three different
experimental tasks were administered a year later to another group of FNSs from the same city.

Second Study
Another p u p of FNSs ( ~ 8 5 age
, range=]6 5 0 ) was administered a grammticality
judgment task (GJT), a production task and a grammaticditylpreference task.

Gmmmutical& J-nt
Tmk
Participants
were
asked
to rate sentences on a scale from 1 to 5 :
1: 'compJetely u n g r d d '
2: 'ungrammatical'
3: 'T don't know'
4: 'grammatical'
5: 'completely grammatical'
For the sake of brevity and to better focus on the structures at issue, the results of the
grammatdity judgment task reported beIow in Table 4 presents 11 out of the 25 sentences,
organid by property. The remaining 14 stimuli were either coneetly accepted or rejected by
95% to 100% of the participants and are presented in Appendix B.
Table 4. Grammaticality Judgment Task Results (Second Study)
Stimuli
Ne pas 6tre en retard c'est important.
W&repas avec sa farnille, c'est triste.
?Wavoir pas d'amis, c'est triste.
Ne pas sortir swvent, c'est ennuyew.
*Ntcrirejamah de letaes, c'est tgoate.
?Souvent choisir bien, ce n'est pas facile,
?Souvent arriver en retard? Quelle grossikrete!
?Toujours bien dussir, c'est difficile.
Nous avons beaucoup achet6 de CDs.
Pad a beaucoup lu de livres.
*Je n'ai vu rien sur le bureau.

A

R

Prop.

84%
P'?

16%

Ne%Inf
N@f

28%
62Yn

290!
8%
15%
52%
26%

38034
22%

91%

68%
38%
92%

NegtAdvInf
NegInf
AdvAdvfnf

85%
38%

AdvW
Adv/Advlnf

71%

64%

QD

62%
78%

QD
NegFin

First, percentages for both accepted and rejected sentences seem relatively low for native
speakers (see M e r discussion below); for example only 62% of the FNSs accepted ne pas
sortir sowenf..., a sentence supposed to be perfectly gammatical, and only 78% and 71%
rejected the mgmmnatical instances of negation placement illustrated in j'e n'ni vu rim sur le
bureau and n'icrire jamais de letires, c'est bgofite. It is rather surprising, then, that so many
participants (62% for Paul a beaucoup la de Iivres and 64% for nous m ~ n beaucoup
s
achere' cbe
CDs)rejected these grammTtid sentences exemplifj4ng quantification at a distance. One may
speculate that when the verb is used with an object NP, it seems more intuitive to 'quant~fy'the
NP rather than the verb:
(44) a. Paul a lu heaucoup de lim.
b. Nous avons achete beaucoup de CDs.
It is also possible that structures with quant.&ati~n at a distance art 'moving out7 of the FNSs'
~~; mother diachronic change similar to the exclusion of n 'efre/moirpas in favor of ne pas
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&tre/avoir. An in-depth analysis may confirm this possibility, but is beyond the scope af this

study.

It is also interesting to note that both n 'avoir pas d'amis and n '&'re pas avec sa f c ' I I e ,
which illustrate negation placement with the auxiliaries Spe and moir, were rejected (by 9 1% and
68%, respectively), showing that auxiliaries are not optionally raised, which confirms the results
of the first study. Finally, the high rejection rates (92%and 85%) of the n o a t e structures with
double adverbs also confirm the results of the first study and suggest that they are not part of
FNSs' grammar so there is no need to try to account for them.
Productiott Twk
Participants were asked to produce new sentences by placing one or two elements
(adverbs, floating quantifiers, or negatives) in 49 greunmatical sentences presented in a written
questionnaire. For example, when prompted with:
(45) Manger des pitisseries, quel plaisir!
Souvent
'often'
'to eat pastries, what a pleaswe'
most FNSs wrote:
(46) Manger souvent des patisseries, quel plaisir!
Once again, for the sake of brevity, only the most notable results for the apparently optional
structures a ~ discussed
e
(see appendix C for complete results). Bemen 98% and 100% of the
participants produced the same structures on the stimuli not reported in Table 5:
Table 5. Production Task Results
Stimuli
Dormir 4 la plage, quel pkisir!
E~ malade, quelle poisse!
Avoir rdussi, c'est bien.
Avoir Eaim, quelle hmeur!
Enm en vacances, quel bonheur!
Se reposer, quelle chance!
Manger des Mhseries, qutlle gourmandise!

Results
Ne pas dormir .
Ne pas &re . . .
Ne pas avoir rbussi . . .
Ne pas avoir faim . . .
Etre souvent. . .
Se reposer longtmeps .
Manger souvent . . .

99%

Proper&
NegM
Neghf
NegInf
NegJnf
AdvFi

95%
92%

AdvM

FNSs

..

99?h
94%
95%
90%

..

AdvInf

The high percentages obtained with adverb and negation placement in nonfiniteclauses are a solid
codinnation of the preceding GJT results. Participants produced structures with verb movement
on adverb placement with lexical verbs and a d k i e s , but not on negation placement as
exemplified by ne pas uvoir faim.. . or ne pas moir rizsssi. Thus, these results do not support
theoretical predictions according to which both types of structures (ne pas bbpe/avoir and
n 'Ztre/avoir pas) are possible (Pollock, 1989, 1997; Roberts, 1998). The following
preferencelgmnmaticalitytask was also administered to obtain additional evidence.
PrefereitcJG-tka&v
Task
The preference/grawnaticality task included 5 sets of sentences: participants indicated
their preference by circling the letter (a) or (b); furthermore, they were asked to judge the
grammaticality of the rejected sentences by circling NG for 'non grammatical' or G for
'grammatical'. Thus, the participants did not merely express a preference but also indicated
whether the other sentences were actually ungrammatical or simply represented an equally
possible and gammatical alternative.
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TabIe 6. Preference Task Results
Stimuli
1. a Ne as avoir ma1 au caeur en bateau? QueIle chance!
b. ?~'avoirpas maI au CLEU en bateau? m e chance!
2. a. Ne pas &re de borne humeur, c'est enervant.
b. Wt~re
pas de borne humeur, c'est dnervant.
3. a. Ne pas hire en conduisant, c'est plus stw.
b. *Neboire pas en conduisant, cuestplus siir.
4. a. S'habiller toujours bien, c'est rare.
b. ?Toujours bien sfhabiIler,c'est rare.
5. a. Sortir souvent le soir avec ses copains, c'est sympa.
b. ?Souvent sortir Ie soir avec ses copains, c'est sympa

Judment
P

FNSs
93%

Rq~eny
Nednf

The results displayed in Table 6 indicate once again that FNSs not only ovewhehhgly prefer
nonraised auxiliaries (93% for Hepas avoir and 100% for nepm &re) but also that at least half of
FNSs reject the counterpart structures with movement as k i i g mgammatical (50% and 65%
respectively). These preference task results also provide further suppofi for the
+ Adv]
structure, chosen by 92% of the participants, with its alternative being judged ungrammatical by
6 I % of he FNSs (as found inHawkins et at,, 1993).
The only Iow percentage of preference (61%) is from the [Adverb + Adverb + Verb]
structure which was rejected as ungrammatical by only 22% of the participants. This findinsr
confirms the results of the other tasks obtained by this group as welt as by the fust group of
FNSs. However, it is somewhat surprising that sentences such as s'hclbiller toujours bien were
not rejected as mpmmatical by a greater number of participants since they do not show
movement of the verb past the adverbs. You may recall that when performing production,
preference, and grmmaticality judgment tasks, FNSs definitely require movement of a nodmite
verb past an adverb as illustrated in sortir s o m n t le soir.
To sum up, the results of a variety of written tasks--acceptability/co~rection
task,
&rammticalityjudgment task, production task and jqammaticalityIpreference task--showed that
the grammar of FNSs presents a different picture of the verb movement parameter than the one
predicted by the theory and allows us to answer the questions we set out to address: 1) there is
no or little optionality of movement of [-fmite] auxiliaries past negation and adverbs; 2) there is
no optiondity of movement of [-ilteJ lexid verbs past adve*,
3) the placement of one or
more adverbs in n o a t e stnrctures is not dowed; 4) there is no optionality of past participle
movement past adverbs in [ + ~ t e ]structures; and W l y , 5 ) the. floating quantifier four; does
not "float" as freely as suggested by Sportiche (1 988).
In addition, and in spite of the native speaker variability, it was found that ne par
&fre/uvoir is strongly preferred by an civefwhehmg majority of participants regardless of their
age. Finally, quantification at a distance with beaucoup was rejected as ungmmaticaI. Since this
last structure was not a question in designing this study, this is another unexpected resuit. Thus,
the elicited experimental data presented in this study has answered some theoretical questions,
but at the same time has raised others that need to be addressed in further work.

CONCLUSION
The importance of descriptive accuracy cannot be understated, for it has far-reaching
consequences in both theoretical and applied linguistics. Nor does it seem to be disputed by
either theoretical or applied researchers who share at least this one goal. The Wowing questions
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are of particular concern to issues of data analysis: first, how do language acquisition data test
linguistic theory (Gass, 1992; Rutherford, 1993) when linguistic theory itself does not appear to
be on firm grounds since it is constantly beihg revised? Second, how do we test for parameter
resetting in second Ianguage acquisition (Meisel, 1998; White, 1995)? For this, we need an
accurate description of the properties subsumed under the parameters we investigate. If some
syntactic properties do not appear in carehlly elicited native speakers' performance, they may
not be a part of the input language learners are exposed to through contact with native speakers in
the case of naturalistic second language acquisition or in textbooks and other instructional sources
as in the case of formal foreign Ianguage l b g . If we are correct in assuming with others (e.g.,
Lightfoot, 1991) that the input to m
e learners contains properties which trigger parameter
(re)setting, this input must be correctly defined. Focusing on the lriggering properties of the
input may in turn help us understand the results of studies which tested the acquisition of the
verb movement parameter by Francophone and Anglophone learners (Antes et al., 1995;A y om,
1999; Hawkins et a]., 1993; Schwartz & Gubala-Ryzak, 1992; Trahey, 1992; White,
199 1a,b/1992a). These studies produced mixed results which may be partly explained by the
language exposure leamen receive. For example, White (1992b) disagrees with the type of
biggering data proposed by Schwartz & Gubala-Ryzak (1992) arguing it is too ' ' m q j d and
obscure" as well as "irrelevant" to be effective. Structures rarely used by native speakers also MI
in the category of ineffective or unIikeIy triggering data6.
If the importance and relevance of descriptive accuracy and triggering data are not
disputed, the reliability on native speakers' judgments may k.The crucial distinction between
langue and parole (de Saussure, 1949) or competence and performance (Chomsky, 1981) is well
understood, but it does not follow fhat we may easily tap into speakers7 competence. The
traditional use of gmumaticality judgment tasks to get an insight into native speakers' or language
learners' competence has come under close scrutiny (e.g., Birdsong, 1989, 1992; Cowart, 1997;
Schiitze, 1996). For example, Sorace (1996) points out that acceptability and gmmmaticality
judgments may not coincide and may be influenced by a variety of extra-pmmatical factors;
intuitions and judgments may be at odds; and native speakers' grammars m y reflect some
indeteminacy dehed as "variability in the speaker's acceptability judgments'' (p. 381).
However, if reasonably consistent evidence is obtained through a variety of tasks as in the
present study, we have sufficientgrounds to follow Sorace (1 996,p. 3 76)in concluding that:
Although the psychological laws of the intuitional process are poorly
understood, it is indisputable that the use of acceptability judgments and
introspective reports has led to the establishment of a substantid number of
sigfiificant generalizations about syntactic processes (see Newmeyer, 1983, on
this point). These results would hardly be explainable if no more than a chance
relationship was assumed between g r d c a l howledge and expressed linguistic
intuitions. Moreover, acceptability judgments and linguistic performance have
often been shown to be highly correlated (Greenbarn & Quirk, 1970; Quirk &
Svartvik, 1966): This suggests that NSs tend to rely on the same grammar for both
the sentences they accept and those they are able to produce. There are therefore
sufficient grounds to disregard the claim that there is no orderly relationship
hetween linguistic competence and intuitional processes, and between intuitional
processes and performance.
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This study has shown that carefully elicited data from native speakers in appropriately designed
studies can inform syntactic theory as it strives for descriptive accuracy which, in turn, has direct
implications in first and second language acquisition research.
NOTES
See also Williams (1994) for a discussion of Emonds (1978) and Pollock (1989) as we11 as a suggestion that
the syntactic diikmces under consideration are due m the strength of an AGR pammeter. Similarly,
Roberts (1998) follows Chomsky (1992, 1993) in d a r i n g to an h£lectiwalparameter with two values,
one strong and one weak.And to provide a parametric account of VSO agreement in Arabic, Bolotin (1996)
posits fm inflectional parameters based on the same premise: features of AGR and T may be strong or
weak. This study assumes the same theoretical claims and the use of the term 'verb movement pameter'
is not intended to suggest a new parameter but simply follows common usage.
See Sportiche (1989) for a detaikd account.
This paper facuses on French but it should be mentioned that Baker (1991, pp. 427-28) argues that
"English is an M-lowering Ianguage pure and simple, and thuse English phenomena that mimic core
phenomena of French are to be accounted fbr not by core grammar, but by rules of the periphery". He
nevertheless acknowledges that "the risk obviously resides in the possibility tlat we will fail to discover
some basic unifying principle underlyiug a wide m g e of separate syntactic phenomena". A parametric
account of English may indeed create unnecessary complications in the base component of the grammar,
Furthermore, and even if Pollock's (1989) hypothesis far a sepzlrate N g P has proven to have tremendous
explanatory power for a wide range of languages such as Basque (Laka, lWO), German (Hauprmann, 1994;
Santelmann, 19941, Bengali (NiIez del Prado & Gslir, 1994) and Korean (Yi, 19941, some syntactichs
question the position of NegF in English (e.g., Belletti, 1990; Foley, 1994; Haegeman, 1992; Ouhalh,
1990) or its very existence, suggesting that not is better analyzed as an AdvP (e.g., Emst, 1992).
See Lightfoot (1997) for a discussion of diachronic perspectives w parameter (re) setting.
See also Antes et at. (1995) for a discussion of input and parameter resetting in the acquisition of the verb
movement parameter by adult Iearners of French and Spanish.
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APPENDIX A: 'EYONFINITENEGATION PLACEMENT
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Navoir pas faim...
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Female adults
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N'avoirpas Kim...
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Male adults
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25%
25%
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APPE3DIX B: GRAMMATICALJTY JUDGMENT TASK RESULTS (SECOND STUDY)
Stimuli
Ne pas 4tre en retard c'est important.
?N'€tre pas avec sa fmiile, c ' a t triste.
?N'avoir pas d'amis, c'est triste,
Ne pas sortir souvent, c'est ennuyew.
Ne rien h e r , c'est b k .
*Neh e r pas au restaurant, c'est rare.
*N' dcri~ejamais de lettres, c'est dgol'ste.
*Neprkfkrerrien, c'est bizarre.
Ne demande rimau prof!
*de ntai vu r i a sur le bureau.
Nous avons beaucoup achetd de CDs.
Paul a beaucoup Iu de livres.
?Toujours bien &ussir, c'est difficde.
?Souvent choisir bien, ce n'est pas facile.
?Souvent arriver en retard? Quelle gm.si&retk!
*Tu es parti toujaurs.
*Mas m lentement nage.
*C& enfants regdent le teld trop.
Mes cousins d e n t tow le ski.
*Ses amies routes habitentNew York.
*Mes copains tow adorent la techno.
*La soirBe a 6th toute intdressante.
Les enfants voulaient tous lire.
T w t le ggteau est au chocolat.
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84%

9%
28%
62%
98%
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29%
9.5Oh
90.5%
22%
26%
38%

52%
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15%
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6%
97%

3.6Y0

R

Property

16%
91%

NegM

68%
38%
2%

NegInf
NeglAdvlnf

95%
71%
90.5%
9.5%
7P/0

64%
62%
38%
92%
85%
95%
82%
94%
3%
96.4%

PA

1ao%

3%
90%
80034

9TA
10%

20Dh

N@
New

New
New
NegInf
NegFin
NegFm

QD
QD
AdvAdvhf
AdvAdvlnf
AdvInf

AdvFin
AdvFin
AdvFin

FQ

FQ

FQ
FQ
FQ
FQ
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APPENDIX C: PRODUCTION TASK RESULTS (SECOND STUDY)
Stimuli
Avoir f a h , quelle horreur!
Erne malade, quelle poisse!
Avoir reussi, c'est bien
Dormir a la plage, quel plaisir!
Etre en vacances, quel bonheur!
Se reposer, quelle chance!
Manger des pgtisseries, quelle gourmandise!
Cherches-tu au club?
A-t-elle choisi a la boutique?
Veut-eile acheter tout de suite?
Regarderez-vous la tCle ce soir?
I1 veut choisir tout le temps.
II a lu le livre de Minerand.
Elle travaille a la librairie.
I1 connait Rome et Florence.
Tu as de la chance au jeu.
11s ont mangC le gateau A la crbme.
J'ai achett les journaux etrangers.
Les enfants prkfirent les marionnettes.
La soiree de Cathy a 616 sympa.
Ma famille est partie en voyage.
On a repondu aux questions du prof.
I1 faut rtserver les billets d'avion.
Les tables du jardin sont libres.
Elle a fait de bonnes tams.
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Results
Ne pas avoir him.. .
Nepas Etre ...
Ne pas avoir rdussi.. .
Ne pas dorm ir ...
Etre souvent...
Se reposer longtemps.. .
Manger souvent.. .
Ne cherches-tu personne...
N'a-t-elle rien. ..
Ne veut-elle rien...
Ne regarderez-vous pas. ..
I1 ne veut rien...
I1 a vite lu ...
Elle travailIe rarernent.. .
11 connait bien ...
Tu as vrairnent...
11s ont mangk tout le giiteau
J'ai achett tous les ...
Tous les enfants...
Toute la soirke ...
Toute ma farnille...
... a toutes les questions.. .
...tous Ies billets.. .
Toutes les tables.. .
Elle a fait beaucoup de ...
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90%

h.operty

Neslnf
N@nf
Neglnf
New
AdvInf

AdvInf
AdvInf
NegFin
NegFin
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